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“i was so very impressed by 
the team that removed the tree.

i've told my friends and
coworkers about the experi-
ence-- probably more than

they wanted to hear ☺”  
Vicki B. (Wheaton)

“..  i hired the very best and 
the very best was delivered…

e crew was exceptional.”  
Ed B. (Wheaton)

“you’ve done other treatments
for me, such as treating my ash
trees, and the work is superb.”

James R. (Downers Grove)

Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) has had a
devastating effect on our ash tree

population. Early on, much of the industry’s
focus was attempting to limit the spread as
well as prevention of EAB, but it quickly
shied to removing the dead ash trees.
Arborists with a similar mindset of those
using reclaimed wood, thought about how
they could make better use of declining ash
trees and save it from disposal; thus, urban
wood utilization became extremely
popular! 

ere is a process for properly re-using
or re-claiming wood from our urban envi-
ronment and producing products for
consumers. It starts with the arborist that
removes the tree, then the mill to process
the wood, to the woodworker and eventu-
ally the end user, consumers like you and
me. Urban wood is highly desirable for uses
in custom flooring, live edge furniture,
mantles and much more! 

Not only have ash trees been used, but
other species of trees have proven to be
valuable, such as walnut and cherry. Our
conference room table and buffet were
made from a beautiful mix of black walnut
and cherry by our good friends at Ellis
Custom Sawing.  Urban wood is also
commonly used by wood carvers, as you
can see in the picture of the eagle.  

We are excited
to begin our
own venture
into the world
of urban wood
utilization. As
we move into
2018, our mate-
rials will not
only be
processed into
our mulch
products, but also into items such as custom
hardwood flooring and live edge slabs.

While a diseased, declining or incon-
venient tree may no longer be useful in the
landscape as a growing part of the scenery,
it still can have value. For more information,
go to illinoisurbanwood.org.

Urban Wood Utilization
www.kramertree.com

Using reclaimed wood for home or office décor has been trending over the last few
years. Pieces of furniture and flooring are some examples of how building materials
from ages ago have been transformed into unique pieces, rather than those materials
being disposed of in a landfill. Other examples are wall art or accent walls using barn
wood or other forms of reclaimed wood.
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celebrate arbor day /april 27th

Perhaps this spring, planting a tree is
on your To-Do list. Planting a tree is

a rewarding project that can be done in a
short amount of time while the return
provides enjoyment for years to come.
Proper tree selection is just as important as
proper tree care once in
the ground. Time invested
toward selection will
ensure the tree will bring
enjoyment and purpose
for years. Before running
out to the local tree
nursery to make that
purchase, review the
following considerations:  
» Tree’s size at maturity (height and

width) - Consider space restrictions such
as proximity to structures (home, pool,
shed), overhead utility lines or street
lights, thoroughfares or existing plant
material.  Knowing the tree’s size at 

maturity will help with both tree selec-
tion and proper placement for planting.    

» Sun exposure - Tree species have their
own tolerances to sunlight conditions.
Trees adjacent to other trees or situated
close to homes oen have limited expo-

sure to sunlight. For a day,
observe the area where the
tree is to be planted and
make notice of the hours of
sunlight. Shadier conditions
can inadvertently lead to
reduced blooms and
thinner canopies while
intense sun exposure can
inadvertently lead to

scorched leaf margins or split bark.  
» Drainage. Most tree death is water-stress

related, whether it is excess water or a
deficit of water. Aer hard or prolonged
rains or aer snow melt, observe the
potential planting site and make notice if
the area holds water or drains readily. 

Each species have their own tolerances to
prolonged flooding and/or drought
conditions.  

» Purpose or desired traits (or not
desired) – Are you looking for blooms or
fall foliage color? Do you want to shade
the patio or house? Will the tree be used
as screening from the neighbor’s property
or act as a noise buffer? e canopy shape
and fruit/seed litter should also be
considered if the tree will be near/over
walking surfaces or gutters.   

Need a place to start for some ideas on
trees for our area? Check out the “Featured
Tree” article on the next page showcasing
the Hazelnut. For additional tree ideas, you
can view previous Trunkline newsletters on
our website.
Anne Dalrymple
ISA Board Certified Master Arborist®, IL-4275BT

applying knowledge & experience produces results

Rhizosphaera needle cast is a fungal disease that affects
spruce trees growing outside their native range.

Rhizosphaera starts on the inner and lower growth of the tree and
progresses upward through the tree.  New infections occur during
wet weather when spores from infected needles are splashed onto
uninfected needles. Two year old infected needles turn yellowish
brown to purple in mid-summer. It can take up to 15 months for the
needles to show visible symptoms after the initial infection. Branches
die off after 3-4 consecutive years of defoliation, causing mature
trees to appear disfigured. Young trees may be killed by this disease.

As with most fungal diseases, prevention is the key to maintaining
your tree’s health. Cultural practices such as watering only the soil
around the base of your tree, avoiding getting the needles wet and
applying three inches of wood mulch may help trees overcome mild
infections. For severe infections or preventing infections, we can
apply up to three spring spray applications of a fungicide to protect
newly forming needles. A growth hormone regulator may be used in
conjunction with the fungicide sprays in order to divert energy from
the top growth to the roots; this can create a healthier tree by 

increasing its ability to uptake
water and nutrients. A cultural
practice for spruce trees planted
as windbreaks, is to thin out
some of the spruce to help with
air flow. If air cannot flow
through the trees, the tree will
not dry out after getting wet
which in turn, continues to
promote the infection. 

If you are concerned that your
spruce tree is infected or if it is a
good candidate for treatment,
please contact your Certified
Arborist® or call the Plant 
Health Care Department at 
630-562-0160.

Ben Deutsch
Plant Health Care Manager, IL-1794A

…message from our Board Certified Master Arborist

e Right Tree, the Right Place

PHC CORNER:

What is Rhizosphaera needle cast?

if a tree dies,
plant another 

in its place.
~ Carl Linnaeus

celebrate arbor day /april 27th
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Corylus Americana

Do you know what Ferrero Rocher
chocolate, Tic Tac mints and Nutella
spread all have in common? If you
guessed the Italian confectioner Pietro
Ferrero, you are right! The ever so popular
Nutella followed in the footsteps of WWII
when there was next to no chocolate on
the shelves as cocoa was hard to come by
in the 1940s. Times were hard; chocolate
extravagances were not for the common
people.  In the Italian region of Piedmont,
Ferrero had a simple solution to a less
expensive chocolate along with a vision…
and it involved the hazelnut tree.

Little did Ferrero know how well the deli-
cious and abundant hazelnut would be
received in the tiny town of Alba, Italy. In
England, the hazelnut has a long history
of use as a garden hedge, traditionally in
the low lands.  In North America, the
hazelnut thrives in full sun to partly
shaded locations in well-drained soil
requiring thorough watering until they
are well-established. Most importantly,
hazelnut trees require two different vari-
eties of hazelnut for pollination; winter
winds carry pollen from the male catkins
on one tree to the female flower of the
second tree. Keep in mind a newly
planted hazelnut should be pruned as
soon as possible, as the tree will work
harder to produce larger crops of nuts
sometime after two to five years of
planting the tree.  

F E A T U R E D  T R E E  O F  T H E  S E A S O N

A M E R I C A N  H A Z E L N U T

what YOU can find online:

Facebook update: Added
Shop section so you can
research each of our serv-
ices or products. Click on a
service for a description.

Our Sales Arborists received an upgrade to
their "tool boxes": ThinkPad laptops
are now being used by our sales arborists
for better support while onsite doing eval-
uations and presentations.

Safety is most important in 
our daily operations. Training to
enhance our knowledge and skills
promotes a safety culture. We'd like to
congratulate the following employees for
becoming a CTSP (Certified Treecare
Safety Professional):

Phil, Pierre, Jim, Kevin and Primo.

This program, through the Tree Care
Industry Association, enhances skills in the
areas of Leadership, Hazard Control &
prevention, Incident Control & prevention
and Adult Learning. 

Come early autumn, competition is fierce
amongst squirrels, several species of bird
and even butterflies and moths over this
healthy food source. The hazelnut health
benefits are endless; they include vita-
mins E, A, B, K and folate, as well as,
minerals like manganese. Hazelnuts have
many vitamins and minerals that are
powerful antioxidants. Natural, roasted
and blanched hazelnuts have been found
to lower cholesterol, are considered great
“brain food”and are a significant source
of total “good” fat. Hazelnuts have many
vitamins and minerals that are powerful
antioxidants. 

The hazelnut is also known as the cobnut
or filbert, and will make a great addition
to any backyard garden with its attractive
orange-red fall foliage, either raised as a
6 foot bush or a 15 feet tall privacy
hedge. Whether consumption of the
hazelnut is hand-picked right from the
ground, or used as one of most popular
spreads on bagels, muffins, breads, or
crackers, we can thank Ferrero Rocher in
Italy for his vision and Sam Strictland for
planting the first cultured hazelnut in
North America in Scottsburg, Oregon
back in 1858.

Renee Sternberg
Plant Health Care Department

E-Corner
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www.kramertree.com

Kramer Tree Specialists, Inc.
300 Charles Court, West Chicago, IL 60185Online Payment Option

Follow Us on Facebook™

Review us on Yelp!™

Career Opportunities
Posted on Website

Moving? Take us with you!
Contact our office with your new address so

we can assist you in caring for your trees!

630.293.5444

Where will you spend your time 
this season let us know by 
posting on our social media pages

applying knowledge & experience produces results
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On the roadwithWoody…

HHeelllloo  SSpprriinngg!!
woody has a long spring & summer wish list of things to do. here are a few:

Local Forest Preserves for hiking, fishing, 
kayaking, camping and tree top adventures (Go 
Ape!)

MORTONARBORETUM.ORG

• “DRESS LIKE A TREE, GET IN 

FREE”

• “TAILS ON THE TRAILS”

• “TREE POSE FAMILY YOGA”

• “FOREST THERAPY WALKS” 

“TROLL HUNT”
WATCH AS DANISH 
ARTIST THOMAS 
DAMBO USES 
DISCARDED WOOD 
TO CREATE THE 
GIANT TROLLS WHO 
WILL INHABIT THE 
ARBORETUM 
STARTING THIS 
SUMMER.

city of west chicago The Morton Arboretum •
WESTCHICAGO.ORG

• BLOOMING FEST MAY 

19

• TOUCH-A-TRUCK (TBS) 
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